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We apply dimensional perturbation theory to the calculation of Regge pole positions, providing a
systematic improvement to earlier analytic first-order results. We consider the orbital angular
momentuml as a function of spatial dimensionD for a given energyE, and expandl in inverse
powers ofk[(D21)/2. It is demonstrated for both bound and resonance states that the resulting
perturbation series often converges quite rapidly, so that accurate quantum results can be obtained
via simple analytic expressions given here through third order. For the quartic oscillator potential,
the rapid convergence of the presentl (D;E) series is in marked contrast with the divergence of the
more traditionalE(D; l ) dimensional perturbation series, thus offering an attractive alternative for
bound state problems. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~97!01102-1#
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I. INTRODUCTION

In scattering theory, Regge poles correspond to sin
larities of the scattering matrix in the complex angular m
mentum plane~at real energies!, providing a description of
resonances complementary to the more familiar comp
energy~and real angular momentum! viewpoint.1–3 One per-
spective or the other may be natural in a given situation. T
usual partial wave expansion is most useful when only a
partial waves contribute significantly, as in electron-ato
scattering, particularly at low energy. In such cases, a
scription of resonances as complex energy states for e
partial wavel may be the most appropriate view. On th
other hand, as the system becomes more classical~short
wavelengths compared to the range of the potential!, for in-
stance in molecular collisions, a large number of par
waves~hundreds or even thousands! may become significant
diminishing the utility of the partial wave series. It is in th
situation that the complex angular momentum viewpoint
comes most attractive, offering the possibility of describi
resonance scattering in terms of a few Regge pole posit
and residues~for a recent application toreactivemolecular
scattering, see Ref. 4!.

Compared to eigenvalue problems involving bou
states, or even complex-energy resonances, relatively
methods exist for computing Regge pole positions and
residues. This is due in part to numerical difficulties w
such calculations, but also because of the great~and early!
success of semiclassical methods.5,6 Sukumar and Bardsley7

applied a variational complex rotation approach to the ca
lation of Regge pole positions; they also used direct num
cal integration in the complex coordinate plane to comp
both positions and~via a fitting of the S-matrix in the vicinity
of the pole! the associated residues. Both of these techniq
~and also the semiclassical ones! locate the poles by iteration
in the complex-l plane. Two other quantum mechanic
methods, each combining numerical integration with
complex-l root search, have been given by Bosanac8 and
Pajunen.9 In contrast, the method described here requires
J. Chem. Phys. 106 (2), 8 January 1997 0021-9606/97/106(2)/5
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iteration, and thus no prior estimate of the pole locatio
Furthermore, the computational effort is quite modest;
third-order perturbation theory expressions given in the A
pendix permit calculations by hand, which~for the examples
studied! are as accurate as any of the available quan
methods.

In Section II we describe the method, first reviewing t
first-order treatment due to Kais and Beltrame,10 then dis-
cussing the iterative method used to compute higher o
terms. We note that the present approach is essent
equivalent to the semiclassical\-expansion of Kobylinsky
et al.,11 although the computation of higher order correcti
terms is more transparent in the present work. Section
presents numerical results for specific systems. We first c
sider bound states, since by expressingl as a function of
spatial dimensionD, for fixed energyE, the resulting
l (D;E) function turns out to be much better behaved th
E(D; l ), which is the usual focus of dimensional perturbati
theory. As a result, thel (D;E) series obtained here provide
an alternative method to traditional dimensional perturbat
theory for the computation of bound state energies. We d
onstrate this possibility for the quartic oscillator. Several p
totypical calculations of complex angular momentum Reg
poles are then presented, demonstrating the rapid con
gence of the present series to accurate quantum mecha
pole positions. Concluding remarks are given in Section

II. DIMENSIONAL PERTURBATION THEORY

Dimensional perturbation theory has been applied w
great success to the calculation of ground and excited s
eigenvalues for several systems, such as the helium atom12,13

and the hydrogen atom in a magnetic field.14,15For the latter
system, other properties such as expectation values15 and di-
pole transition elements16 have been accurately computed b
such methods. Resonance states have also been exp
treated, with several calculations of complex energy eig
values for both central potentials and for the hydrogen at
in electric or parallel electric and magnetic fields.17–21
59999/6/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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600 T. C. Germann and S. Kais: Dimensional perturbation theory for Regge poles
For spherically~or cylindrically! symmetric systems, an
important feature of dimensional perturbation theory is
exact relationship between spatial dimensionD and orbital
angular momentuml ~or umu). Such ‘‘interdimensional de-
generacies’’ have been exploited to provide an extrem
accurate description of circular Rydberg sta
(umu5n21@1) of the hydrogen atom in a magnet
field.15,16

In the present work we will restrict ourselves to sphe
cally symmetric potentials V(r ), for which the
D-dimensional Schro¨dinger equation, in reduced atom
units (\5m51), is

S 2
1

2

d2

dr2
1

~ l1k21!~ l1k!

2r 2
1V~r ! DC~r !5EC~r !,

~1!

where k[(D21)/2 ~Refs. 22 and 23!. The intimate link
between angular momentum and dimensionality is eviden
this form, since bothl andk only appear in the centrifuga
term, and then only in the combinationl1k. In the present
work we will rescale Eq.~1! such that this exact link is
broken, in order to permit an expansion ofl in inverse pow-
ers of k, but the rapid convergence of such an expans
implies that a simple connection remains.

A. First-order perturbation theory

We next review the application of first-order dime
sional perturbation theory to this problem by Kais a
Beltrame.10 The Schro¨dinger equation Eq.~1! is not directly
suitable for perturbation aboutk→`, since in this limit the
centrifugal potential diverges. This may be remedied by s
ing the energy units by a factor ofk2, namely
Ẽ5E/k2, Ṽ(r )5V(r )/k2, giving

S 2
1

2
d2

d2

dr2
1

L2

2r 2
1Ṽ~r !2ẼDC~r !50, ~2!

whereL[(11d( l21))(11d l ) andd[k21. Note thatk is
defined such that it is unity in the physical three-dimensio
world, so that the scaling is basically a formality; with this
mind, we will drop the tildes fromṼ(r ) andẼ. This scaling
does have the consequence of breaking up the interdim
sional degeneracies present in Eq.~1!, which is necessary if
l is to be expanded in a nontrivial series ind. This expansion
is most easily accomplished by first expandingL as

L5(
i50

`

d iL i . ~3!

Subsequently, this series may be recast into a series ind for

a5d l5(
i50

`

d ia i , ~4!

namely via the identities

a05L0
1/221, ~5a!

a15
1

2 S 11
L1

L0
1/2D , ~5b!
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
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2L0
1/2S Lk1ak212 (

i51

k21

a iak2 i D . ~5c!

We see that in the infinite-dimensional (d→0) limit of
Eq. ~2!, the derivative term vanishes, leaving the particle
the minimum~or more generally, a complex stationary poin!
of an effective potential

Veff~r !5
L0

2r 2
1V~r !. ~6!

Stationary points of Eq.~6! are obtained by the condition

L05rm
3V8~rm!, ~7!

where the prime denotes differentiation with respect tor .
Combining this with the requirement thatVeff(rm)2E50
gives the equation to be solved forrm :

V~rm!1
rm
2
V8~rm!2E50. ~8!

In some cases, the solution of Eq.~8! may be obtained in a
closed form;10 otherwise a simple root search such as Ne
ton’s method may be employed. The leading order termL0

is then obtained from Eq.~7!.
Anticipating the extension of the perturbative treatme

to higher orders, we expand the wavefunction in powers
d1/2:

C~x!5(
j50

`

d j /2C j~x!.

Fluctuations ofr aboutrm are accounted for by introducing
dimension-scaled displacement coordinatex, defined by
r5rm(11d1/2x). If we also expand the potential in a Taylo
series aboutrm , multiply Eq. ~2! by krm

2 and collect terms
by powers ofd1/2, then one obtains

(
p50

`

d p/2S (
j50

p

H jCp2 j~x!D 50, ~9!

where

H052
1

2

d

dx2
1
1

2
v2x21

L1

2
, ~10a!

H j>15
rm
j14V~ j12!~rm!

~ j12!!
xj12

1~21! j (
i50

b j12
2 c

~ j1322i !L i

2
xj1222i , ~10b!

and

v5„3L01rm
4V9~rm!…1/2. ~11!

The parenthesized terms in Eq.~9! may individually be set to
zero, providing an infinite set of differential equations to
solved. The leading (p50) harmonic Schro¨dinger equation,
H0C0(x)50, determinesL1:

L152~2n11!v, ~12!
No. 2, 8 January 1997
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601T. C. Germann and S. Kais: Dimensional perturbation theory for Regge poles
where n is the harmonic quantum number. Kais a
Beltrame10 have evaluated the first-order resu
a5a01da1 analytically for power law potentials, and ob
tained numerical results for other potentials which are in
cellent agreement with available quantum and semiclass
calculations.

B. Higher order terms

The p.0 terms of Eq.~9! provide the means for com
puting the higher order perturbation coefficientsL i . This set
of equations may be solved recursively by various te
niques; a particularly elegant approach which has rece
been described for dimensional perturbation theory is
matrix method of Dunnet al.24 The central idea behind thi
approach is that the wavefunction expansion termsC j (x)
may be expressed in the harmonic oscillator basis set g
by the leading order HamiltonianH0. In this basis,H0 is
obviously diagonal, and because the coordinate operatx
has a simple~bidiagonal! representation in a harmonic bas
the higher order HamiltoniansH j>1 are also straightfor-
ward, since they are merely polynomials inx. There are thus
no matrix elements to evaluate numerically, providing
great savings in computational effort compared to the va
tional method of Sukumar and Bardsley.7

Denoting the matrix representation ofH j asH j and the
vector representation ofC j (x) asaj , Eq. ~9! yields an infi-
nite set of linear algebraic equations

(
j50

p

H jap2 j50, p50,1,2,. . . , ~13!

where0 is the null vector. These equations must be solv
iteratively for theaj andL i . We note that an expression fo
ap could be obtained immediately ifH0 had an inverse; how
ever, the requirementH0a050 means that the diagonal ele
ment ofH0 corresponding to the harmonic quantum numb
n is zero. Fortunately, the orthogonality condition

^C0uC j&5d0 j ~14!

implies that this element of the wavefunction vectoraj is
zero for j.0. Therefore we may defineK̃ as a diagonal
matrix with elements

K̃ j j5H @v~ j2n!#21 jÞn

0 j5n

which has the propertyK̃H0aj5aj ( j.0). Now multiplica-
tion of Eq. ~13! by K̃ givesap as

ap52K̃(
j51

p

H jap2 j . ~15!

The orthonormality condition Eq.~14! may also be used to
obtain an expression forL i . For evenp, Hp includes the
~undetermined! constant term1

2L (p12)/2. By multiplying Eq.
~13! on the left bya0

T and invoking Eq.~14!, one obtains
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
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j51

p

H jap2 j . ~16!

This equation is automatically satisfied for oddp due to the
alternating parity of theH j , and consequently of theaj . For
evenp, Eq. ~16! fixes the value of the~previously undeter-
mined! term 1

2 L (p12)/2 in Hp .
In the Appendix, we give analytic expressions for t

first three termsL i in the perturbation series for the tw
leading Regge poles. These expressions and analagous
for higher poles may be obtained from the recursion relati
given above; however, these relations are more easily im
mented directly on a computer, permitting computation
any arbitrary order. In practice, the achievable order is li
ited by the accumulation of roundoff error, in some cases
no more than tenth order. However, as we will now demo
strate, only a few terms are needed to give highly accu
results in most cases~particularly for the leading Regge
poles!.

III. RESULTS

A. Bound states

Bound states are identified by locating integral values
l (E). Kais and Beltrame10 have noted that for power law
potentials, the first-order expression forl (E) may be analyti-
cally inverted, exactly reproducing the entire spectrum in
case of the Coulomb potentialV(r )521/r :

E52
1

2~n1 l11!2
. ~17!

~Note that heren represents the radial quantum numb
rather than the usual principal quantum number.! On the
other hand, the usual dimensional perturbation theory tr
ment is limited to harmonic level spacings at first order, g
ing in the Coulomb case

E52
1

2
1n1 l1•••. ~18!

This perturbation series has a finite radius of converge
due to a second order pole atd52(n1 l )21, except for the
n5 l50 ground state, whose series terminates at the ze
order termE52 (1/2).

This simple example suggests that the present app
tion of dimensional perturbation theory to Regge poles m
actually have some practical value as a method forbound
states. Since thel (D;E) function seems to be much mor
well behaved~i.e., more rapidly convergent! than the usual
E(D; l ) function, dimensional perturbation theory fo
l (D;E) may be used to locate the bound states at ener
E wherel (D;E) is integer-valued. This procedure has be
carried out analytically10 for the case of first-order perturba
tion theory applied to power-law potentials. Improving th
accuracy of this simple first-order treatment requires a ro
finding iteration using higher order perturbation results; F
1 demonstrates this procedure for the quartic oscillator
tential,V(r )5r 4. In order to demonstrate our claim that th
d expansion forl (D;E) is more rapidly convergent than tha
No. 2, 8 January 1997
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602 T. C. Germann and S. Kais: Dimensional perturbation theory for Regge poles
for E(D; l ), Table I contains the first few partial sums fo
each approach, at then50, l53 bound state. We observ
that direct summation of theE(D; l ) perturbation series is
divergent, although Pade´ summation produces reasonable
sults at higher orders. On the other hand, thel (D;E) series is
rapidly convergent, whether the originalL series of Eq.~3!
is summed to yieldl ( l11), which is then solved forl , or
whether theL series is converted to ad series fora5d l
itself, Eq. ~4!.

Of course, the proposed approach suffers the disad
tage of requiring iteration of the energy until convergence
the desired accuracy is obtained. This is not uncomm
such a root-finding procedure is also necessary in direct
merical integration of the Schro¨dinger equation.

B. Lennard-Jones (12,6) potential

As a specific example of Regge pole calculations
complex angular momentum resonances, we consider
Lennard-Jones~12,6! potential with an optional imaginary
~optical! r2s term

V~r !54eF S s

r D
12

2S s

r D
6G2 iWS s

r D
s

, ~19!

TABLE I. Dimensional perturbation theory partial sums~and, forE(D; l ),
diagonal@N/N#,@N/N11# Padésums! for the quartic oscillatorn50,l53
bound state atE59.4011602.

E(D; l ) l (D;E)

order E series Pade´ sums L series a series

0 1.190551 1.190551 4.237050 3.710588
1 7.103215 -0.300165 2.801682 2.985843
2 10.663506 16.051969 3.005709 3.000586
3 7.917819 5.359864 2.999838 3.000053
4 11.672436 9.598676 2.999959 2.999982
5 5.629352 9.259571 3.000010 3.000002
6 15.270904 9.350154 3.000000 3.000000

FIG. 1. ~Real-valued! Regge trajectories for the quartic oscillato
V(r )5r 4. Bound states occur when thel n(E) curves pass through integer
valuedl .
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
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wheree is the well depth ands the radius at the potentia
minimum. By takings as our unit of distance and the re
duced massm as the unit of mass, we can write the potent
in these reduced atomic units as

V~r !54e~r2122r26!2 iWr2s, ~20!

where e, W and E are measured in the energy uni
ms2/\2. The relevant~dimensionless! parameters may be
taken as the wavenumberk5A2E, the energy-to-well depth
ratio E/e, and the strength of the optical term,W.

First, we take the leading pole for the commonly studi
casek5141.425,E/e55 andW50, which may be com-
pared with earlier quantum6,9 and semiclassical6 results.
Table II contains the first few expansion coefficientsL j , as
well as their partial sums~converted fromL5 l ( l11) to
l ). The first order result compares well with the semiclassi
calculation, as noted previously by Kais and Beltrame.10 The
rapid convergence of the succeeding terms is striking; th
order perturbation theory~corresponding to the simple ana
lytic expressions given in the Appendix! already yields a
pole location in complete agreement with the most accu
previous quantum calculation that we are aware of.9

Table III lists converged pole positions for the compl
optical potential withk553.401,E/e52.462,W55000 and
s520. The full number of digits of convergence of Pa´

TABLE II. Expansion coefficientsL j and partial sums~given asl instead of
L5 l ( l11)) for the leading (n50) Regge pole of the real LJ~12,6! poten-
tial with parametersk5141.425 andE/e55.

j ReL j Im L j Re l Im l

0 32339.689922 7174.200104 180.422740 19.82669
1 2204.511098 485.104426 180.014579 21.21519
2 21.134921 1.236568 180.011876 21.218939
3 0.027657 20.005082 180.011950 21.218917
4 20.000532 20.000637 180.011948 21.218915
5 20.000010 0.000031 180.011948 21.218915

quantuma 180.01195 21.21892
semiclassicalb 180.015 21.219

aReference 9.
bReference 6.

TABLE III. Regge pole positions for the complex LJ~12,6! potential with
k553.401,E/e52.462,W55000 ands520. Pade´ approximants~up to
@10/10#! converge to the number of digits shown. For comparison, par
sums forn50 converge tol 0576.936752314.6776463i.

n Re l n Im l n

0 76.93675231616172 4.677646258571630
1 76.691242656436 7.521212950414
2 76.56189829690 10.36977300855
3 76.539384466 13.214757685
4 76.61961547 16.047554217
5 76.7988748 18.8579303
6 77.07177 21.635323
7 77.43098 24.37015
8 77.868 27.0545
9 78.372 29.683
10 78.935 32.253
No. 2, 8 January 1997
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603T. C. Germann and S. Kais: Dimensional perturbation theory for Regge poles
approximants~up to 20th order ind, for either theL or l
series! are presented, in order to illustrate the diminishi
usefulness of dimensional perturbation theory for the hig
poles. Again, these results are in complete agreement
the results of Pajunen,9 except for some insignificant differ
ences in the final digit for some of the higher poles.26

IV. DISCUSSION

The semiclassical methods of Connor, Delos and
workers appear to yield sufficiently~and often remarkably!!
accurate Regge pole positions and residues for most prac
calculations, with the possible exception of the leading p
residue, which has been found to be in error by as much
10%. Nevertheless, the possibility of efficient quantum c
culations is always desirable. Unfortunately, the previo
quantum methods7–9 all proceed via a root search in th
complex-l plane, which means that~1! an estimate of the
pole position is required, and~2! iteration is required. Fur-
thermore, the methods involving numerical integration in
complex-r plane7,9 require great care in the choice of int
gration path, with proper attention paid to the Stokes a
anti-Stokes lines, for instance.

In contrast, the method presented here~see also Refs. 10
and 11! offers the best of both worlds: a simple~yet accu-
rate! analytical expression, with easily computed higher
der correction terms. Particularly for the leading Reg
poles, which are often the most important contributions
the observable cross section, just a few terms in thek
expansion yield pole positions more accurately than previ
quantal calculations. And because no iteration of the p
position or numerical quadrature is required, evaluation
these terms should be simpler to carry out than even
semiclassical method.

Whenever using Regge theory in practice, the locati
of the poles are only half of the story; the associatedresidues
of the poles are vital in obtaining scattering cross sectio
All of the available techniques~both quantum and semiclas
sical! proceed by first locating the poles and subseque
computing their residues by numerical methods, either
rectly or by fitting the S-matrix in the vicinity of the poles
The present analytical approach takes advantage of
pseudo-bound state character of the poles, and thus ap
ill-suited for the calculation of residues, which requir
knowledge of the S-matrix~or equivalently, the wavefunc
tion! for complex angular momentum close to the Reg
pole. One possible approach is to use the present theo
locate the poles accurately, and then use an alterna
method, such as direct numerical integration, to compute
residues; this is in the same spirit as the approach take
Sukumar and Bardsley.7
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APPENDIX: ANALYTIC L j EXPRESSIONS THROUGH
THIRD ORDER

Here we present analytic expressions for the first t
Regge poles, through third order ind. The zeroth order term
L0 is obtained as described in the main text, by minimizi
the effective potential function in Eq.~6!. For convenience in
the resulting expressions, we define

v j5v22S j13

2
L01~21! j

r m
j14

~ j12!!
V~ j12!~rm! D .

For the leading (n50) Regge pole,

L152v,

L25
5

2
23v12

3

2
v21

11

4
v1
2,

L35
1

16v
@822136v11182v1

22396v1
31465v1

4282v2

184v2
22120v3260v41424v1v22684v1

2v2

1260v1v3#,

and for the next (n51) pole,

L1523v,

L25
45

2
227v12

15

2
v21

71

4
v1
2,

L35
3

16v
@4982776v111358v1

222556v1
311875v1

4

2804v21220v2
22600v32140v412632v1v2

22484v1
2v21820v1v3#.

We note that these expressions are equivalent to those
the \-expansion of Kobylinskyet al.,11 with the identifica-

tion v5r 0g0
1/2(E) andv j5

1
2 (21) jaj .
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